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houston village builders

by Daniel Casciato

Above: A Village Builders model from the 
Presidential Collection

company strives 
to be the lexus of 

home builders

with a 35-year foundation built 
on a dedication to superior customer 
service, Houston Village Builders has 
become known as the Lexus of resi-
dential builders—preferred by home 
buyers who only want the best in classic 
home design and who value the look 
and feel of high quality. 

“Our quality of homes stands above 
the rest of the competition,” says David 
Whitaker, Division President. “It’s not 
as much the quality of construction, but 
the architecture, the plan design, and 
most importantly the top-of-the-line 

amenities that are in the home, and the 
price that we can offer that for.”
In 1996, Village Builders was bought 
out by the Miami-based Lennar Homes, 
which has divisions in 17 states and 
600 communities across the nation. At 
the time of purchase, Village Build-
ers—which retained its name after the 
buyout—sold 951 homes that year. Last 
year, the company sold 1,200 homes, 
ranging in price from $180,000 to 
$700,000.  

“We’re higher-end than the rest of 
the Lennar divisions in Houston, and 
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our buyers are a bit more demanding,” 
Whitaker says. “Our customer service 
and customer care team is quite a bit 
larger than the rest of the divisions, 
simply because the buyers are buying 
half-million-dollar homes, and their 
expectations are a bit higher.”

Two years ago, in an effort to improve 
its customer service, staff members 
visited a Lexus plant to meet with 
members of the Lexus service team to 
learn about and implement their best 
practices. Since that visit, Village Build-
ers’ J.D. Power and Associates customer 
satisfaction score has improved by one 
point. In 2006, their J.D. Power score 
was rated among the highest in the na-
tion for home builders, at 8.50. 

In addition to mirroring Lexus’ commit-
ment to providing excellent customer 
service, Village Builders has its own de-
sign studio. While most of Village Build-
ers’ competitors have the home design 
selections in the garage of the model 
home in a community plan, Village 
Builders has their own integrated design 
studio at their main office. Prospective 
buyers meet with designers, who help 
them choose the right color patterns to 
match their individual taste.

“Each buyer gets to spend time, one 
on one, with a designer to design their 
home to what they want,” explains 
Whitaker. “What is so great is that most 
of the choices at the design studio are 
already included in the home. Our 
standard home is like the competition’s 
decked-out model. ”

According to Whitaker, their com-
mitment to customer service excel-
lence begins by having a great working 
environment.  

“We have a very awesome environ-
ment here. It’s very family-oriented 

houston 
village 
builders

Above: (top to bottom) A beautifully designed 
master bath from the Village Builders 
Renaissance collection and the Village 
Builder’s Bellagio Model from the Classic 
Collection



the number one thing that keeps us on top is the 
philosophy of being the very best everyday.”“
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and we have a great camaraderie,” he 
says. “We’re such a small group for the 
amount of volume we do. Everyone has 
to pull together and work hard in a team 
effort. We’re very proud of that.”

Many of the 120 members on the staff 
have been at the company since its 
inception. Whitaker said that the em-
ployee turnover at Village Builders has 
been low because they have created an 
environment where people would want 
to work.

“When someone gets hired and they do 
a good job, they normally stay here,” he 
says. “The Village Builder philosophy 
and value system become infectious and 
our associates become very passionate 
about the division’s goals. A lot of times 
we’ll get employees from the Lennar 
corporate division and bring them on 
board here. It’s amazing the transforma-
tion that happens to them and how loyal 
they become to Village Builders.”  

Village Builders is on pace to build and 
close about 1,000 homes this year.  

“Next year, our goal would be to main-
tain that because the market is dictating 
to us that we’re certainly not expecting 
to grow,” says Whitaker. “Last year we 
did 1,200 closings, but this year we’re 
doing 1,000. Although the market in 
Houston is the best in the nation, it’s 
still a bit down.”

Over the past decade, the company has 
built between 700–1,200 homes annu-
ally. However, the upper end housing 
market took a turn for the worse after 
an economic downturn brought on by 
corporate economic problems such as 
Enron, according to Whitaker. Despite 

houston village builders at a glance

location: 
Houston, TX

area of specialty: 
residential builder

employees: 
120

annual sales: 
$338 million

sales growth last year:
20 percent
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Left: David Whitaker, President of the Village 
Builders division for Lennar Homes, said that 
the employee turnover at Village Builders has 

been very low because they have created an 
environment where people want to work. 
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this, Village Builders remains one of the 
top builders in the city.

“The number one thing that keeps us 
on top is the philosophy of being the 
very best everyday,” says Whitaker. “That 
keeps us where we are and keeps us 
motivated to become better because the 
rest of the competition is catching up all 
the time. It keeps us on our toes. To stay 
on top, you have to work harder.”  

Above: Village Builders model located in Eagle 
Springs.  A master-planned community North 

of Houston, TX. 
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a message from 
wisenbaker builder services

Since 1970, Wisenbaker Builder Services has been providing “best-in-class” 
products and services to the residential new construction industry throughout 
Texas.  Our operating principle – The Science of Service – ensures that strategi-
cally sourced and precisely developed products of the highest quality are always 
available to the new construction market and especially, to superior companies 
like Village Builders.  From fabrication to installation to our effective service 
after-the-sale, the unyielding goal is Total Customer Satisfaction.  That’s why 
we’re very proud of our long-term relationship with Village Builders and the 
role we help play in making a Village Builders home…truly unforgettable.


